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Signed ……………………………………………………………………….. (Chair)  Date ……………………………………………. 

MINUTES OF THE MEETING HELD ON THURSDAY 9TH DECEMBER 2021 AT 18.00 IN THE LECTURE THEATRE 

AND VIA TEAMS  

PRESENT IN THE LECTURE THEATRE: John Griffiths (JG), Liz Webb (LW), Jim Endersby (JE), Sarah Hinks (SHI), 

Julia Blake-Madigan (JBM), Tony Smith (TS), Gaydree Wrigley (GW), Peter Colebourn (PC), Noah Curthoys 

(NC), Sarah Roberts (SR), Martin Penrose (MP) and Arif Said-McCullough (AXS). 

PRESENT VIA TEAMS: Gaydree Wrigley (GW), Graham Arr-Jones (GAJ) and David Conway (DC). 

ALSO, PRESENT VIA TEAMS: Emma Brinkhurst (Clerk to the Governors)  

ABSENT: Kaveri Sharma  

 AGENDA ITEM MINUTES 

1. Declarations of any business 
or pecuniary interests 

NC - Director/Owner, Northshott Consulting – research/insight consulting. 
Director/Owner, Bridgenor Associates - communications consulting. Lay 
Member, NHS North East London CCG (formerly NHS Tower Hamlets CCG). 
Council Member, Democratic Society. Spouse works with Medical Justice, 
human rights charity. 
SHI - Careers and Skills Lead Culture Shift. Vice Chair of Trustees, Now Charity 
SR - Learner Assistant East Sussex College      

MP - Employed at Ministry of justice. 
DC - Global Head of Shared Services support function for an insurance 
company. 
JBM – Runs own property business. 
JG - Director/Consultant of JRTZ Ltd consultancy firm. Director of Mansell 
Park Residents Association. On Local Authority’s school, placement appeals 
panel list. Local Authority Governor at Willingdon Primary School. Trustee of 
the Lewes Priory School Memorial Chapel Trust. 
JE - History Professor at the University of Sussex and Associate Dean for 
Student Experience at the University of Sussex (full-time). Visiting Professor, 
Gresham College London. 
LW - Director at Liz Webb Management - concert and composer consultancy 
and management. Occasional music education projects in East Sussex schools 
- none currently planned for school year 2021/22. 
GW - School business manager at Meridian Community Primary School & 
Nursery in Peacehaven. 

2. Apologies Received and accepted from Susan Carpenter (SEC). 

3. Minutes of previous meeting  A copy of the minutes from the meeting held on Thursday 14th October 2021 
and Thursday 11th November 2021 (Confidential Additional) was circulated 
with the agenda. This is also available in the Governor’s shared area. 
 
The minutes of Thursday 14th October 2021 and Confidential Additional full 
governors meeting of Thursday 11th November 2021 were both accepted 
and agreed as a correct record. 
ACTION: Clerk to add PC’s electronic signature to minutes due to Covid-19 
as agreed at the meeting. 
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4. Matters Arising  
 

Headteacher recruitment update 
The advert will go in The Times Educational Supplement on December 13th, 
the closing date will be January 20th, 2022. Shortlisting will be January 24th 

and Interviews 2nd and 3rd February 2022. 
 
Two exclusion online training courses for Governors 
A governor suggested that the two online exclusion training courses (forty-
five minutes each) could form part of our compulsory Governor Induction 
Policy. It was agreed by Governors this was a good idea with a deadline of by 
the end of the fourth term of joining the Governing Body. 
ACTION: John, Gaydree, Graham, Sarah R, David, and Jim to complete this 
training and to send Clerk their certificates for the records. 
ACTION: Clerk to add this training to our Induction Policy. 
 
Climate change 
A governor asked if Governors would like to explore the commitment the 
school and students have towards climate change – this needed further 
discussion and possible agreement at a future FGB meeting. It was 
mentioned there are other issues such as diversity/wellbeing /Black Lives 
Matter which are also important to explore. 
ACTION: Clerk to add this discussion of future strategic items to future FGB 
agenda. 
 
MP joined the meeting at 18:13. 
 
Update on Agenda Item 5 from FGB on 14/10/21:  

• TS explained he had liaised with ST and it is possible for governors to 
observe Forest School (Thursdays) but Governors were asked to 
please contact ST and MOC but please provide a lot of notice as the 
programmes vary considerable (including location). 

• TS liaised with the Arts about governor attendance at in-class 
performance it was confirmed this is possible. The Chair would like to 
encourage governor presence at musical/drama productions, and he 
would be prepared to provide some refreshments. It was requested 
that seat(s) be allocated for Governors at events and it was 
confirmed this is normal practice. 

• PC said the governor’s development plan was approved at the last 
meeting. 

4. Published Admission Number 
(PAN) Working Group 
(20 mins) 

A copy of the Published Admission Number (PAN) presentation will be 
circulated after the meeting. This is also available in the Governor’s shared 
area. 
 
The PAN working group has met twice. The PAN as it is commonly referred to 
is the number of pupils in each year group that the admission authority has 
agreed will be admitted without causing problems for the school. Priory 
currently has a PAN of 232 per year group. 
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Status for each year group is: Year 7 = 236, Year 8 = 218, Year 9 =232, Year 10 
= 232 and Year 11 =224. 
There is falling roll in our primary schools - see page 4 of presentation. 
 
Why reduce PAN? 
See page 6 – September 2024 shows the decline in reception class students 
will impact of Year 7 numbers in that year.  
Currently, Priory is close to capacity with very few surplus places. Priory have 
been successful with proactive marketing in some of the historic feeder 
schools in Brighton: however, from 2024 this is unlikely to secure 232 
students for Year 7. 
 
Having surplus places has disadvantages: Schools with surplus spaces must 
take in all in year admission requests. In year admissions (after census) are 
not funded until the following year/census. This can be challenging especially 
with SEND needs as these can be significant in terms of additional needs 
which would have to be funded from the existing budget. Schools with 
surplus spaces are likely to have a higher risk of deficit because: staffing 
projections are made on the number of forms determined by the PAN. 
Curriculum Planning will be undertaken using the number of classes from 
PAN. Future planning is challenging when numbers are fluid – especially 
meeting specific needs plus pressure on existing resources (e.g. pastoral). 
 
Q Does the money get backdated re. for in year admissions (after census) 
until the following census? 
No, the money will not be back dated it would just start the following 
academic year (after the census). 
 
See page 12 – for possible PAN projections. Difference to 1140 shows 16 in 
September 24 and 140 by September 28.  
 
Possible financial implications – see page 13  
For example, difference to 1140 would require a saving of approx. £88,000 or 
two teachers in the first year. This could be via natural wastage i.e. we have a 
few teachers who are approaching the age for retirement (60 years old). We 
also have more teachers on temporary contracts. We need to bear in mind 
our curriculum offer in KS4 as we carry this for two years i.e. minimum class 
sizes. We could also look at our pastoral system. It is easier to increase PAN if 
needed at a future date. 
 
Q Could external events help regarding Lewes Old Grammar and their 
financial situation and with the eighty houses that are supposed to be being 
built in Lewes? 
It was explained the more we start to plan to more time it provides to ensure 
appropriate allocation of resources. The situation in LOGS is unlikely to affect 
Priory in a large way. 
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Q Our teaching rooms seem quite small how many students can you hold 
per class? 
Most accommodate 30 but it is possible to seat 32 in most South block 
classrooms. 
 
Q If you go over your PAN do you still get funding? 
Yes. 
 
See page 16 - Consultation must last for a minimum of 6 weeks and must take 
place between 1st October and 31st January in the determination year (year 
before they would be due to join). 
 
It was agreed by all the Governors to proceed. 

5. Inclusion Facility (name to be 
decided Willow/Acer/Beech) 
(30 mins)  

A copy of the document was circulated with the agenda. This is also available 
in the Governor’s shared area. 
 
SR explained that the Caretaker’s house next to the school has recently 
became available for the school to use and an option is to use it to develop a 
facility to support a few students with behaviour issues. A small working 
group of SR, LW, IF, KC and TS went to view the house to get an idea of the 
space available. Such a facility would need to be supportive and with the 
purpose of supporting students to access lessons on the main site (it would 
not be an alternative to internal exclusion). It was mentioned that there are 
some students with high levels of anxiety which impacts on their confidence 
to go to lessons.  A case study of a Year 11 student was mentioned this 
student is abusive to staff and refuses to go to lessons and wanders the 
school; however the student helps one day per week at forest school and is 
very different in this supporting role. If we had more time, we would develop 
a programme to engage such students: developing the facility would reduce 
disruptive behaviour affecting other students. We seem to have high levels of 
anxiety amongst the girls and we need some specialist support. Mental 
health and wellbeing could also be supported.  
 
What would the entry mechanism be – it would not be a sanction but a 
supportive facility. It was mentioned delivering short courses like BTECs that 
the students could achieve would be beneficial. The large garden at the 
house was felt to be positive re. this could be used as a mini forest 
school/gardening. The house being so close to the school is an advantage. 
This development would need to be communicated to all staff re. not a PRU. 
Staff are already aware of our other alternative provisions like media and 
forest school and roots so they would see this as another aspect of provision. 
 
Q There would be two different costs setting up and staffing – how many 
staff would be in the house? 
There are likely to be three staff one teacher and two teaching assistants (but 
this remains to be scoped). It was commented that the school are paying for 
places at College which cost £1,000 each and some of these students don’t 
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attend. We could save this money and use it to support the facility. It was 
also mentioned this would mean staff might have less demands for managing 
the challenging students e.g. On Call. It was mentioned that the Friends of 
Priory could help equip the facility. A Governor mentioned their child had 
come back after leaving school to come back and talk to some students about 
his experience in school and enjoyed coming back in. 
 
One Governor commented that they would like to have this up and running 
by September 2022. 
 
Q is the house within the school’s boundary? 
Yes. 
 
NC, DC, and SR were happy to be on the working party. 
ACTION: SR will contact these members about a meeting maybe via Teams. 
 
Q Will it be difficult to get the right person for the unit? 
We have a lot of experience within our own staff i.e. forest and media school, 
Life Sills, etc. 

6. Headteacher’s (HT’s) Report 
- Health & Safety 

(20 mins) 

A copy of the Headteacher’s Report was circulated with the agenda. This is 
also available in the Governor’s shared area. 
 
Q The increase in SEN on page 2 could you explain? 
This is partly due to the Educational Health and Care Plans due to opening the 
Oak Centre but there are more students with EHCPs in the mainstream too. 
We have an increase in wider SEN needs (K codes – SEN but not EHCP) and 
contact from parents which has been a challenge and time consuming for the 
SENCO.  
 
Q Year 8 data – comparing the target to predicted grade? 
We are more concerned with the predicted grades as this is the predicated 
outcome (the targets are for the end of Year 11), so the predicted grades are 
based on an algorithm which provides expected outcomes at Year 11. 
 
Q With page 3 subject progress is maths due to the usual conservative 
predictions from Maths? 
Yes, and History can be quite conservative with assessment. 
 
Q Is group targeting meaning performance is better and is this from the 
recovery funding? 
It is too early to work out impact currently – teachers are beginning to use 
their training on disadvantaged/SEND and adaptive teacher i.e. pitching the 
lesson at the right place for those most able whilst providing scaffolding for 
the most disadvantaged The aspiration is for all students to achieve the same 
outcome at the end point. 
 
Q Are we going to be providing more support to JN? 
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We are looking at this currently – it is not being ignored. 
 
Emailed questions from SEC:  
 
Q In the report on page 11 it states that 39 students have an attendance 
below 50% and 17 students have an attendance below 10%, however only 2 
students have been placed on the 10 in 10. Has it been tried with the other 
students and failed? Or have they not been placed on the 10 in 10 yet? 
If student’s attendance is very low the 10 in 10 is less likely to be successful. 
We do have a high number of absences some students come under Brighton 
and Hove which can be more complicated when seeking support.  
 
Q Also, only 2 students have been referred for ESBAS support, is there a 
plan to refer others who have an attendance of less than 10% or have they 
already been referred? 
We had a letter from ESBAS they are short staffed, but we will be referring 
more. 
 
Q The report states House Heads take the lead on ESBAS meetings, but you 
were unsure about number of meetings due to staff absence. Has there 
been a lot of absence of the House Heads? Does anyone cover their 
workload when they are absent or do, they have to catch up when they 
return? 
We did have an occasion when three House Heads were absent - covid 
related. We struggle to get supply as it is a specific role. We did secure a 
former House Assistants who had retired to provide some short-term cover. 
We did have a complaint from a parent that an email was missed this was 
due to the House Head being off sick. Therefore, we recommend parents use 
the info@ email address for contacting staff on the website and then if there 
is an absence this could be picked up. Students must catch up on work when 
they return. LW mentioned her link meeting with FV – FV mentioned absence 
and lack of cover for the House Heads has been an issue. 
 
Q Is the long-term absence in Design Technology resolved? 
Yes, the teacher has resigned with the 31st December 2021 as the last day of 
employment with the school– we have supply to cover this role. We also 
employ a School Direct trainee who could progress to a teacher post from 
September 2022. 
 
Q Don’t staff put an out of office on their emails when they are off sick? 
Yes, they are advised to. 
 
Q On page 6, the report states percentage of unauthorised absences is very 
high due to insufficient information being provided when students are not 
in school. Is this insufficient information coming from the parents? for 
example, to they just say their child is off and not indicating that it is covid 
related? Based on the attendance data shared by Tony separately, when 
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you remove the covid related absences, our normal absences look in line 
with the national average. Do you believe this is the case? 
We have been badly hit by covid especially the last four/five weeks. We had 
82 students off as absence covid related on one day – 7.2% off the school’s 
roll. It was 71 today so is still high. 

Q On page 18 it says that 4 students have been in accidents that were 
reported to the ESCC. Is the number of accidents reported to ESCC higher 
than previous years? Year 8' s also seem to have the most accidents, 42% 
compared to 20% in year 7 and 17% in years 9 and 10. Is there any 
particular reason for year 8's to be so high compared to other year groups? 
We have had more accidents amongst Year 8s in unstructured time i.e. 
football/P.E. There is no major concern with the Year 8s at this point in time. 

7. Governor Visits 
(10 mins) 

Governors gave a brief update on some of the Governor visits they have 
carried out: 
 
PC met with TR (Maths) and TR felt wellbeing was pretty good and many 
students are pleased to be in school. GW met SSL with regard to Pupil 
Premium. SHI met with PXH who is encouraged with the new Careers 
appointment. JG and SR helped HF with Year 11 interviews. It was felt some 
of these could be done online to give students experience with online 
interviews especially with covid. JG met Humanities – who were pleased with 
the additional timetable time for some subjects at KS3. JG attended a 
business meeting for Year 8 Lifeskills to talk to the students as the Chair as 
part of their assessment. LW met PAC who said as part of the Early Career 
Teacher (ECT) training there is a big area on behaviour strategy, which PAC 
hopes will be applied more widely across school. 
ACTION: It was suggested that PAC could come to a future meeting to brief 
governors about this. 
 
The Chair would encourage Governors to arrange their visits in Term three 
after Christmas these could also still be via Teams if preferred. 

8. Strategic Items  
(10 ins) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

• GW provided an update on Strategic Organisation (01/12/2021): 
Funding of the Oak Centre: The committee were surprised to hear 
during TGR’s presentation that ESCC fund the Oak centre at 50% of 
the rate other Autism Facilities are funded. It was felt ESCC have not 
been entirely transparent with the school about funding for facilities.  
SSL gave an update on pupil premium: SSL’s plan is a three-year plan 
which differs from previous years. The School Improvement Plan (SIP) 
has a commitment to develop metacognition, literacy, and feedback. 
Literacy has been a significant concern particularly the reading ages 
of our PP and SEND students.  
Budget reports: It was felt the budget is stable. There will be some 
changes to staffing in January. If the school do not get the extra 
funding for the Oak centre this will impact on our budget. 
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SFVS approval 
 
 
 

Replacing PCs six/seven years old: There is quite a few PCs that will 
need replacing in the school. It was said the school will investigate 
whether like for like is needed. 
The SFVS was circulated with the agenda – this was approved by the 
Governors. 
ACTION: Clerk to add electronic signatures as agreed at the meeting 
and send copy to IF. 

 

• LW provided an update on the Ofsted working group (03/12/2021): 
SR, JBM, and LW met and looked at the document from the Governor 
Services training with Philip Bunn which looks at evidence and how to 
access evidence in case of an Ofsted inspection.  
ACTION: To be placed on the next FGB meeting agenda for further 
discussion i.e. possible crib sheet. 
 

• Governor tours of the Oak centre – to be put on a future Full 
Governors agenda as the tours are being re-scheduled after Xmas 
due to illness. 

9. Policy reviews 
 

The following policies were approved by the Governors: 
 

- Child Protection & Safeguarding   
- Appraisal (changes marked) 
- Governor’s Allowances (changes marked) 
- Updated ESCC Managing Change October 2021 
- Special Educational Needs (changes marked)  
- Updated ESCC Whistleblowing dated May 2018 
- Feedback (changes marked) 
- Lewes pupil attendance and model attendance for sharing with 

schools – ESBAS template  
- Early Career Teacher (ECT) Induction Policy (replaces NQT Policy)  
- Updated Complaints Policy and procedure  

 Reminder:  
Friends of priory online 
Christmas raffle  

The Friends of Priory online Christmas Raffle was mentioned. The draw will 
close at 11pm on 13th December.  

The meeting closed at 19:55 

Next meeting:  Wednesday 9th February 2022 18:00 Lecture Theatre (preference)/Teams 

ACTIONS 

ITEM  ACTION  RESPONSIBLE  UPDATE  

4 John, Gaydree, Graham, Sarah R, David, and 
Jim to complete this training and to send 
Clerk their exclusion online training 
certificates for the records. 
 
Clerk to add this training to our Induction 
Policy. 

JG/GW/GAJ/SR/DC/JE 
 
 
 
 
Clerk 

JE has completed. 
On FGB agenda 09 02 2022  
 
 
 
Done  
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4 Discussion of future strategic items PC Agenda Item 4 FGB 09/02/2022 

5 SR will contact members about a meeting 
maybe via Teams re. behaviour house.  

SR  

8 Clerk to add electronic signatures as agreed at 
the meeting and send copy of SFVS to IF. 

EB Done  

8 Ofsted to be placed on the next FGB meeting 
agenda for further discussion i.e. possible crib 
sheet. 

TS/EB/PC Agenda Item 4 FGB 09/02/2022 

 

 


